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American 'Devil's Island' Keeps No-Escape Record

The Rollins Folk Dancing
team, under the direction of
Mrs. Helen Rae, will present a
Special Assembly program on
Friday, at 10:45 A. M., in the
Annie Russell Theatre.

Flamingo Meet Called
For Friday, 3:43 P. M,
Will those students interested
in working on the editorial staff
of the Flamingo during 1936-37,
please see Frances Perpente at
the Sandspur office, Friday,
May 8, at 3:45.

DR. GARY DIES

NUMBER 29

LOCAL PEACE
PLANS
DRIVE

ALL QUERIES ANSWERED

LIBRA
FOUR

Trowbridge Presents Famous Was Active in Forest Conservation for U. S.
Speaker

Plans Inter-Sorority Sing To- Is Scheduled for May 15 to
night on Bleachers
May 18

First Atrocities Performed in
South By Poor Whites,
Says Mrs. Ames

On April 23 in the Annie Russell Theatre, Mrs. Jesse Ames,
president of the Association of
Southern Women for the Prevention of Lynching, spoke before an
all-college assembly.
There was no prejudice in her
talk; with charming and witty sarcasm, she condemned most of her
hereditary beliefs as a southern
white gentlewoman and descendant
of the slave holding class.
The audience was almost equally divided in opinion as to lynching, one-half being from the north
and the other from the south.
The subject was of vital importance to the southerners and of
more casual, intellectual interest
to the northerners.
Lynching originated in the South
because of racial prejudice as well
as the great respect and protective instinct the so^uthern white
men have for their women. However at the present time, the people who take 'the law into their
hands as far as negroes are concerned are predominately the socalled "poor whites". Educated
persons are learning more and
more to let justice take its course.
Mrs. Ames told her audience of
a shameful remark made at the
lieague of Nations conference in
Geneva while Mussolini's campaign in Ethiopia was being discussed. A European delegate asked an Ethiopian if he did not want
western civilization to permeate
the little known paths of his country.
The African answered, "If the
lynching which is carried on in
the United States against my countrymen is a part of your civilization, I can answer for all of Ethiopia—we want none of it."
If lynching were not also done
in the north, a problem would result similar to that which slavery
(Continued on page 2, col. 4)

REV, DENNEf TO
SPEAK IN CHAPEL
Timely Sermon Will Deal
With Christian Motherhood
OF

SPIRITUAL

POWER

It is pleasant to announce that
the sermon in the Knowles Memorial Chapel will be delivered Sundya, May 10, by the Reverend
William T. Denney, Jr, In accordance with the celebration of Mother's Day his subject will be "Christian Motherhood".
In the short time that Mr. Denney has been associated with Rollins College he has gained great
popularity with the audiences, and
his address is looked forw^ard to
with the greatest anticipation. It
should prove of the utmost value,
and rich in spiritual power.
In compliance with many requests the choir will present a
spiritual number, "Listen to the
Lambs", under the direction of
Christopher Honaas.

Independents Elect
Representatives for
New Student Council
The Independents held a meeting in Recreation Hall last Friday
night to elect representatives to
the Student Council. A large number attended and those elected
were: George Waddell, Helene
Keywan, Murray Slosburg, and
Henry Garrigues. Violet Halfpenny was elected as alternate.

RETIRED

LAST

YEAR

Dr. Austin Cary of Brunswick,
Maine, and Starke, Florida, died
suddenly at 10:40 A. M., April 28,
1936, at the University of Florida, Gainesville. Doctor Cary was
very active in forest conservation,
having spent the greater part of
his life in its study, practice, and
teaching. For many years he was
connectde with the United States
Forest Service and retired from
active service only last year.
Doctor Cary was graduated from
Bowdoin College in 1887 with the
degree of Bachelor of Arts. He
obtained his Masters degree from
the same college in 1890. He studied biology at Johns Hopkins and
Princeton in 1887-1891. He was
instructor in the Department of
Geology and Biology at Bowdoin
College in 1887-1888, taught during the spring terms at the Yale
Forest School in 1904-1905, and
was at Harvard as Assistant Professor of Forestry 1905-1909. He
began his active service in forestry
with a private firm in Berlin, New
Hampshire, and has been cited as
the first American to hold such a
position with a progressive corporation far-seeing and judicious
enough to plan for reforestation.
He remained with this firm now
known as the Brown Company
from 1896 to 1904. From 1909 to
1910 he was Superintendent of
(Continued on page 2, col. 7)

Mr. Honaas is Guest
Conductor at Music
Festival in Daytona
Mr. Christopher O. Honaas,
chiormaster of the a capella choir,
is g-uest-conductor this Wednesday
at the Music Festival at Daytona
Beach.
A chorus of 350 people will be
under his baton at this festival
which is an annual affair, given
under the auspices of the Music
Supervisors of Volusia County.
Several of Mr. Honaas' music
education students are accompanying him on this occasion. Mr. Honaas is to be complimented on this
tribute to and recognition of his
achievements at Rollins.

TO

SOLICIT

EVERYONE

JANE SMITH PRESIDENT

Aicatraz Island federal prison 6Uii rates as an escape-ijn
tion. First prisoner to attempt flight from the bleak 12-i
in San Francisco Bay was Joe Bowers, left, who was caugnt m the
withering gunfire of prison guards and fell down the 75-foot clifl
which bounds the island. Bowers' body crashed on huge boulders

and he died Immediate. The escape attempt
letty at the extreme left in the above nu

WILSDN PRESENTS
PRINT TO ROLLINS
Is Remarkable Study of Sir
Isaac Newton

By FRED LIBERMAN

KNIGHTED IN YEAR 1705

Relief or Economy?
The New Jersey State Assembly issued a resolution, last Thursday, ordering the hunger marchers to evacuate the Assembly
Chamber, which they had occupied
for more than a week in protest
against the withdrawal of state
relief funds. No new relief measures were passed, but a committee of five, which includes Governor Hoffman, was appointed to
take over the State Relief Administration. As yet, the committee
has not done anything to aid the
jobless.
Upon leaving the State House,
the unemployed threatened the
formation of a Farmer-Labor party to represent them at the coming primaries. Then they turned
their backs to the state capital
and so^ught relief in their respective municipalities. Unfortunately, many of these municipalities
are at the end of their own financial ropes, and cannot offer much
help to the oppressed.
Taxpayers, in New Jersey and
elsewhere, are weary of putting up
relief money. It is no wonder
that legislatures hesitate to levy
new taxes or make new appropriations for aid. But, despite the fact
that relief is not cheap, the New
Jersey incident proves that it cannot be eliminated. It is here to
stay for some time to come. The
problem lies in a compromise, a
more efficient and economical relief to satisfy the already overburdened taxpayer, and the great
army of the unemployed.
Real Courage

A rare print has been presented
to Rollins College by Mr. Millar
Wilson of Jacksonville, a long time
friend of Rollins, whose wife is a
member of the family that founded
the college, it is announced.
The print, a remarkable one of
Sir Isaac Newton, one of England's
most famous Natural Philosophers
of the Eighteenth Century, who
was knighted in 1705 by Queen
Anne, has under it the following
inscription: "Isaacus Newton, Eq.
Aur. AEt. 83. I. Vanderbank pinxit
1725. Geo. Vertue Sculpsit 1726."
Accompanying the print, also a
gift of Mr. Wilson, is a receipt in
Sir Isaac Newton's handwriting, as
follows:
"Pray pay to Dr. Fauquier the
half year's interest of my four
thousand five hundred pounds
South Sea Stock due at Christmas
—Last 1713/ and his receipt shall
be a sufficient discharge from
your humb. Servant
Is. Newton
23d Feb. 1713/"
Mr. Wilson acquired the print
and receipt under interesting circumstances. When the World War
broke out in 1914, Mr. Wilson was
in Europe. He left the Continent
to visit the home of his classmate,
Alex Wilson, Jr., of Manchester,
England, who was then in charge
of the Western Hospital. Mr. Millar Wilson and Mr. Alex Wilson,
(Continued on page 2, col. 6)

Queen Mary, and, of course, the
Rollins Deans. Paintings and conTruth will be the watchword of ceptions exhibited were in the
the Studio Club in a startling new madly modern mode and included
expose of the Rollins scene this "The Burp", "The Florida CrackFriday evening at eight o'clock in er", "The Soul of Realism"
the Art Studio. Frankly and hon- "Horse's Neck" and many others.
estly, these artists have portrayed
The coming exhibition, although
as fchey see it, let the chips a closely guarded secret, is exfall where they may.
pected to surpass that of last May.
They have treated of subjects A highly colored entrance hall efhitherto spoken of in whispers, fect has been secured. There may
symbolized on canvas and drawing even be living portraits, and among
paper the inner mysteries of that other exciting possibilities will be
dizzy cocktail known as collegiate found several censored pictures.
life.
In the words of Adelaide Ander'Paintings are being carefully son of the Executive Committee,
guarded and there will be no pre- "We had one censored picture last
;howings. The whole truth about year. This year there will be one,
Rollins is coming out. Sordid po- possibly two."
All complexes and inhibitions
litical machines will be taken apart
to see what makes them tick or have been flung to the four winds.
The
Studio Club presents for your
if, as some contend, they are
Frankenstein monsters gleefully approval Friday at 8:00 P. M. that
chasing their own tails. Hearts sophisticated naivette, little Miss
will be bared and secrets told. Rollins.
Members of the Studio Club are
Nothing capable of exposure will
by no means all artists. Connoisremain under cover."
This sensational statement was seurs and dilettantes are included
forthcomnig from officials in as well. Among their number are
Bets Richards, Adelaide Anderson,
charge. Last year's exhibit, it will
Nan Poeller, Laura Lou Lincoln,
je remembered, featured a receivMary Gulnac, Howard Showalter,
ing line of five rubber gloves dePat Kelley, Betty Trevor and ^ d
pending from a clothes rope. These I Howland.
s labeled Hitler, Mussolini,

de near the

COMMENT
ON THE
WEEKS NEWS

In a recent address, one of BriStudio Clnh Will Again Expose The
tain's foremost war heroes. Field
Rollins Scene at Annual ExhibitionMarshall Viscount AUenby, bade
By A Staff Member

Part of National Program is
To Raise Education
Funds

the students of Edinburgh to help
create a feeling of internationalism among the peoples of the
world, a feeling of love and sympathy for their fellow men. He
warned that only by renouncing
nationalism could this change be
accomplished.
Allenby, who vanquished the
Turks at Jerusalem and then drove
(Continued on page 2, col. 3)

Weekly Movie

Calendar

"Robin Hood of E l Dorado" w i t h
Friday only. "Brides Are l-ike
That" w i t h R o s s Alexander aad
Aittta Louise. Saturday. Sunday,
and Monday, "Unsnarded Hour"

rriuiiy. "Under"TWO FlaKu" vrltJi
Konald Colntan, Claudette Ooibert, VIetor McUaglen, and R o s a lind RusseU. F r i d a y after « F.
M., "Brides Are L i k e That wl*n
Ross
Alexander
nnd
Anita
Louise.
Saturday. Sunday, and
Monday. "Biff Brown g^^^'^^^^""
Rialto—Today, "Klondike A n nie" w i t h Mae W^est and J l«-*«^
MeLafflen.- "Three Godfatlwrs"
w i t h Chestre Morris, Irene H e r vey. and L e w i s Stone. Thursday,
Friday, "Two F o r TonlBht" "••*•'
" H " U Ship Morrau" w i t h «P<"««^
Bnneroft and Ann Sothern. F r i day after tt 1*. M., "Brides Are
Like That" w i t h R o s s
and Anita Louise. Sat
"Sunset Rans*-" »vlth
oot Gibivith A d -

Salary of Instructor to Be
Paid By JuiHard School
THREE YEAR CONTRACT
President Hamilton Holt of Rollins College has announced that
Miss Aroxie Hagopian, soprano
and instructor in voice in the Rollins Consei-vatory of Music, had
been appointed by the Juilliard
School of Music as its official representative at Rollins for at least
the next three years.
Under the terms of the appointment, the Juilliard Foundation assumes the contract for Miss Hagopian's salary in full at Rollins College for the three-year period. In
effect, the appointment constitutes
an outright gift to Rollins of an
amount equal to Miss Hagopian's
stipend.
Miss Hagopian joined the faculty of the Rollins Conservatory of
Music last fall. She is a graduate
of Oberlin College where she received the bachelor of music degree, and for three years she
studied at the Juilliard Music
School as a Fellowship student. In
the year following her resident
studies, the Juillirad Foundation
gave her a $2,000 Fellowship
award to enable her to continue
her operatic studies at Dresden. At
the end of her year's studies in
Dresden, she played in opera under contract in Germany, singing
some of the principal classic roles.
In her concert work she has impressed music patrons and the
press with the rich beauty of her
(Continued on page 2, col. 6)

The Peace Bond Drive of the
Rollins Peace Society is scheduled
for May 15 to 18. This is part of
a national drive to raise $1,000,000
for peace education.
Peace Bonds are sold in denominations of one dollar and up. Each
purchaser can designate any peace
organization to receive forty per
cent of the proceeds of his bond.
The remainder of the money raised goes to the National Council for
Prevention of War, for general
peace education.
Every bond buyer is entitled to
a free subscription to Peace Action, the monthly peace magazine.
Members of the Rollins Peace
Society hope to raise enough to
put one of their members in the
field this summer, as one of the
workers in the Emergency Peace
Campaign.
Plans have been laid for the local peace workers to solicit every
residence hall, and to reach faculty and staff on the campus.
"We are going to have to pay in
some form, anyhow," said Charles
Allen, president of the Rollins
Peace Society, who is in charge of
the drive. "It is better to give a
little now, for peace, than to have
to give much, a little later, for a
preventable war. The Italians
have already had to pay twenty
dollars apiece for their little adventure in Ethiopia. People need
to realize that war costs much
The appointment of Willard more money than peace, to say
Wattles, American poet and author nothing of the cost in life."
to teach two courses in the summer school session at Massachusetts State College has been announced by Roland H. Verbeck, director of short courses.
Prof. Wattles of the department
of English at Rollins College, Florida, will teach courses in modern
British and American poetry and
survey of American poetry. His
private collection of first editions Will Be Sponsored By Woman*s Association
and autographed letters will be
made available to students this
The Order of the Libra elected
new officers for the coming year
at the meeting held last Friday,
May 1.
Jane Smith is the new president;
Frances
Hyer,
vice-president;
Grace Terry, secretary, and Perry
Oldham, treasurer.
Libra plans to sponsor an InterSorority Sing which will be held
May 13, "Wednesday, at 7:30 in
the evening on the bleachers. The
judges are to be President Holt,
Mr. Honaas and Miss Aroxie Hagopian. Each sorority will be allowed to sing one of their own sorority songs and one of RoUins College. The Independents will sing
two college songs.
The prize for the group which
sings the best will be awarded at
Honor's Day on the first of June.
It is felt that there is too little interest, not only in the songs of the
college, but also in those of other
groups and Libra wishes to arouse
appreciation of both types of song.
Each sorority is urged to practice up and prepare two songs, and
the Independents likewise and the
whole college is welcome to attend.

Wattles Will Teach
At M. S.C. Summer
School in Amherst

Prof. Wattles was an instructor
in English at M. S. C. from 1911
to 1914. He is a member of the
American Editorial Association,
Poetry Society of America, and is
the author of several books of
criticism and poetry.

HOPES TO RAISE MONEY
The Rollins Woman's Association will hold a luncheon at the
College' Commons on Saturday,
May 9bh, at 1:15 o'clock. The purpose of the meeting is to discuss
plans for next year and to elect officers.
The Association, composed of
Rollins alumnae, is to arrange
benefits to i-aise money for the
college. During the past year the
Association gave several bridge
parties for the benefit of the library, and also produced a play.
Dr. Wrigiht, professor of English Literature, will be the speaker. The price will be fifty cents
a plate, and reservations may be
made until Friday through Mrs.
Felcher and Clara Adolphes.

The Late Christopher Bean'' Reviewed
Favorably by Professor and Student
By DR. RICHARD BURTON
"The Late Christopher Bean" is
a fine example of skillful adaptation. Originally a French piece,
the master hand of Sidney Howard has given it such a native
American quality that the uninstructed auditor might well believe
it of homespun birth. It would
have been well on the program at
the Annie Russell Theatre presentation, to indicate the double authorship.
But the main thing is, that a
most enjoyable modern comedy results. In every way of expert
handling of a theme amusing and
by no means usual, Mr. Howard exhibits his craftsmanship and
wrings values out of it that one
less competent would miss. I shudder to think what the drama otherwise might have been: just the
common or garden variety of
shows.
It is gratifying to be able to
state in all honesty that The Student Company gave a performance
of a capital play which for general smoothness, team work and
individual excellence stands out as
one of the best in my experience
with Rollins dramatics. As production, it was admii'able. Don(Continued on page 2, col. 1)

By RUTH DAWSON
'*The Late Christopher Bean"
was presented by the Rollins Student Company last Saturday night
in a well paced, high spirited and
amusing fashion. Although a play
well known to most theatre audiios. i t s
it
appeal, partly because of its vivid
characters, and partly for its
homely humor. Both of these
traits were fully developed by the
Student Company cast. These was
hardly a single character which
was not developed fully, or a humorous situation not played to the
full.
"The Late Christopher Bean" is
the story of Dr. Haggett, a simple
country doctor, and his household,
and of the complications which
arise upon the discovery that a
former patient, Chris Bean, now
dead ten yeans, is a famous painter. When some of his paintings
are found to be in the possession
of Abby, the Haggett's maid, pathos and humor are heightened by
the treatment Abby receives at the
hands of the Haggetts. Under the
guise of kindliness they attempt to
gain possession of the paintings,
for the financial gain. But she
steadfastly refuses, and the climax
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)

Phi Beta Presents
"The Livid Libido"
In Assembly Today
Wednesday mornnig. May 6th,
the Theta chapter of Phi Beta presented a one act play, "The Livid
Libido" in the Annie Russell Theatre.
The play was staged entirely by
members of Phi Beta. Miss Clara
West Butler, honorai-y Phi Beta,
was the director, and Gulielma
Daves was in charge of the lighting. The players were Frances
Hyer, Jerry Collinson and Helene
Keywan.
The American Geological Society dug into the basement of Harvard Hall the other day and came
up with an important find: 100year-old beer bottles!

THE

TAc Late Christopher Bean'' Reviewed
Favorably by Professor and Student

ROLLINS

WEDNESDAY. MAY 6, 1936

SAN D^P U R

CALENDAR FOR COMING EVENTS

Rollins Student Editors for 1936-7

WEDNESDAY, MAY 6
Phi Beta presents a one-act play in the Annie
Russell Theatre.
Organ Vespers.
FRIDAY, MAY 8
Mrs. Rae presents her Sword Dance Group in an
assembly at the Annie Russell Theatre.
Gamma Phi Beta tea for Seniors.
SATURDAY, MAY 9
Rollins Woman Association Luncheon at the
Beanery.
SUND.AY, MAY 10
Morning Meditation at the Knowles Memorial
Chapel. Rev. Denney speaks "On Christian
Motherhood".

(Continued from page 1, col. 5) | (Continued from page 1, col,
comes when she reveals herself as
Chris Bean's wife.
Minor themes are the love interest between Susie, the Haggett's
younger daughter, and Warren
Creamer, a young artist, while Ada
the older daughter, tries to capture
Warren, afraid of becoming an old
maid.
The setting, that of an old New
England house, was very well designed and executed, both to bring
out the effectiveness of the stage
action, and to maintain the atmosphere of the play. The costumes, also, were well in keeping
with the humorous everyday life
the play depicted. The lighting,
though a fairly simple problem in
this play, was evenly and attracTo t u m from ensemble to indi- tively done, especially the effect of
vidual performances, chief honors early morning outside the side wingo easily to Nancy Gantt, who dow.
gave the part of the seiwant Abby
It would be hard to say who
(which in the original New York gave the best performance, as so
production was impersonated by many of the characters were alPauline Lord, playing opposite to most perfectly portrayed. EspeWalter Connolly), a quiet, impres- cially is this the case when we
sive note of simplicity, honesty realize that most of the characters
and personal appeal, with a kind in the play were over forty, and
of wistful pathos as the role deep- it was necessary for the actoi's to
ened to the final scene, which made not only act this age every minute,
her both convincing and delightful. but to also bring out convincingly
Her beautiful voice which was so the reactions, either to humor or
projected that not a syllable was tragedy, this age portrays. Nanlost, of course added greatly to the cy Gantt, as Abby, and Frances
work. It was notable accomplish- Hyer, as Mrs. Haggett, were conment. Alberix) Warren's Doctor vincingly real and: human every
was played with much vigor, often second. Nancy Gantt brought a
effectively in climaxes, though quality of New England stiffness,
overplaying at times marred the mixed with a warm loveliness,
work a little. Mr. Warren muf- which endeared her to the audifles his tone now and then to the ence. Frances Hyer, in a part
detriment of his effect, but in the which could easily have been made
large his acting has decided merit. hateful, brought such a sense of
The women folk of the Haggett dry humor to the pai't that the
menage were effective and added audience enjoyed her bad traits.
a great deal to the humorous pleas- Alberto Warren, as Dr. Haggett,
ure of the evening. Frances Hyer, was an understandable person, torn
favorably known for her barious between the knowledge of sudden
other roles, gave the right shrew- money near at hand, and an inish twang to her picture of a small- born sense of what is fair. He
town wife, and Catherine Bailey played the role with the right
and Betty Test made a good con- amount of bewilderment and detrast of types in the two daugh- cisiveness, intermingled with sly
ters. William Davis contributed his humor.
share of the fun to the part of the
would-be painter and lover, though
William Pearce was enjoyable as
falling into that common pitfall at
Rosen, the crooked Jewish art
Rollins, inarticulateness.
dealer, and Peter McCann as TalI would particularly praise the lent, the art forger, was pleasingexcellent work of the three artist- ly oily, while Bonar Collinson as
men out to do the innocent doc- Davenport, the great art critic,
tor. As played by Messrs. Mc- brought a proper amount of disCann, Pearce and Collinson they tinction to his part.
made the roles distinctive, quite
Betty Test, as Ada, the artfully
different each from the other. I coy older daughter, like Mrs. Hagwould emphasize Peter McCann's gett, could easily have been obvoice-use and easy authority in noxious, but instead, succeeded in
holding a scene. The opening of being thoroughly enjoyable, while
act two where he and Miss Gantt Catherine Bailey, as Susie, the
held the stage is an illustration.
pretty daughter, held her own very
Thinking of the production and well in the one straight part of
perform.anoe as a whole, it occurs the play. William Davis, as Warto me to say that the company's ren Creamer, the young painter,
work lived up to the Shakespearean acquitted himself nicely in his first
demand, "suit the action to the acting role.
word". Certainly Dr. Fleischman
The one thing which made all
and all associated with him are to the characters so pleasurable was
be congratulated heartily for such
that the actors all seemed to have
an evening. The audience, which
their tongues in their cheeks, as
filled the theatre, responded warmit were, and seemed to get a great
ly and at once, which is a plain
proof of what the players them- amount of pleasure in portraying
selves were doing for and with the the humorous aspects of their
characters. And this, I believe, is
audience.
due to the approach taken by the
It is a good thing that as this director. Dr. Fleisohman.
theatre season wanes, such a
However, there were several
drama should be offered. It will
stimulate the desire of the town things about the production which
were
bad, the most important bepatrons to see more of the college
work, and may win back the suf- ing that the actors fi-equently perfrages damaged, if not lost, by in- mitted their lines to be smothered
judicious earlier offerings. Let me by the audience. This is inexexpress the hope that in the com- cusable in actors of experience, as
ing year's repertory there shall be were many in the Student Coman advisable blend, in play-selec- pany cast. It showed a lack of
tion, of the skillful, the wise and poise on the part of the actors.
witty, the drama that is artistic, Another was the let down in pace
enjoyable and of sound interpre- towards the end of the play, due,
-tation of life. Only such is suit- perhaps, to unforseen events, but
able for a college theatre. The which nevertheless marred the
mere imitation of New York suc- smoothness which had distinguished the performance up to that
cesses is foolish, a false ideal.
point.
aid Allen's design for the one
scene, the Haggetty dining room,
was realistic in the best sense, a
charming setting for the action. So
thoroughly rehearsed ihad the cast
been that they were not only letter-perfect in their parts but in the
grave matter of voice control and
projection were highly satisfactory, save in a minor instance or
two. The prompter's voice was
emphatically not heard in the land.
They played th© piece in lively
tempo, picked up the cues like professionals and managed stage pictures again and again that were
highly artistic. And they rose to
the climaxes, like that in the last
act, in a fashion to warm the heart
of this veteran play-goer.

Springfield College, Springfield,
Many of Alberto Warren's lines
Mass., has just recevied an Olym- were muffled, because of a stuffy
pic cup it won 16 years ago.
quality in his voice, and William
Davis played his part a little too
monotonously. This was overMake writing easy with a
Remington
Portable.
Seven emphasized by a non-projection of
models to choose from. Easy
terms.
But aside from these faults,
Remington Rand Agency
"The Late Christopher Bean" was
41-43 W, Washington St.
Phone 3473
Orlando, Fla. an excellent production, very well
acted, and skillfully directed.

COMMENT
ON THE
WEEKS NEWS
(Continued from page I, col. 4)
them from the Holy Land, mourned the fact that human brains are
utilized in creating new methods
of murdering their fellow men and
women. He asked whether it would
be too much to expect these same
clever people to design a world
state where men could live as
neighbors in collective security,
protected by an international police force. Man, he said, has become a citizen of the world, and
his duties as such cannot be avoided.
These words, coming from Field
Marshall Allenby, once a hard-bitten, red-necked professional soldier, have a deep significance. If
more military officers were as outspoken as this Britain, there would
be a greater chance for international co-operation and world
peace. They are the ones who
have seen war at its worst; they
should have the courage to fight
the munition makers and other
war profiteers whose clamorings
are leading Europe's faltering
statesmen along the road to another world conflict.
Overconfidence
The press of our country evidently regrets that the Democrats
are not meeting with enough opposition; even Roosevelt-supporting editors are worried. Too much
power is a dangerous thing, and,
nowhere is it more dangerous than
in a two-party system of democratic governmnet such as our own.
It leads to carelessness and neglect, and often to corruption.
Our Democratic Legislature has,
of late, shown signs of recklessness, born of overconfidence. Tax
bills, relief appropriations, ship
and investigations would have
been more efficiently handled if
there had been a stronger minority. A powerful opposition helps
to maintain a more diligent state
of mind in a political party.
It is hoped that by the time next
November rolls around the Republican party will have stopped playing around with imitation brain
trusts and Committees to Uphold
the Constitution. If the Republicans pilot their campaign on a basis of common sense and give the
New Deal some real competition,
the latter might do a more commendable job than they have been
doing for the past few months.
White Man's Burden
It has taken America less than
forty years to realize that it's
worth neither the time nor the
trouble to fly her flag over countries which haven't the desire and
patience to become
civilized
through her efforts.
America has abandoned the Piatt
Amendment in Cuba (long used
as a club over Cuba's internal affairs), has started the ungrateful

BUICK
PONTIAC

Now is the time to make your reservations for preferred
spaee on the Clyde-Mallory, Merchant & Miners or Savannah
Line. You phone us, we do the rest.

Lanier Travel Service

WE SOLICIT YOUR
BUSINESS

Orange Buick
Pontiac Co.

Former Positions Held by Van
Beynum, Perpente, Keywan
STRYKER IS NEWCOMER

Three of the four students elected as editors of the undergraduate
publications at Rollins College for
next year have come up from the
ranks.
Robert M. Van Beynum, of Hartford, Conn., new editor-in-chief of
the "Sandspur", the weekly newspaper, served his time as a cub reporter and this year filled the
post of managing editor. Miss
P'rances E. Perpente, of Bloomfield, N. J., and Orlando, Fla., editor-in-chief of the "Flamingo", the
literary magazine, was an associate editor of the same publication
this year, and has been a frequent
contributor of short stories and
poems to the "Flamingo" in the
past two years. Her story, "The
Key", published last year in the
"Flam.ingo", won for her first
prize in the nation-wide short story
The Lesson of 1929
contest conducted among college
Just why the stock market broke students of the country by "The
last week was not very clear to Golden Book".
anyone in Wall Street. Some say
Miss Helen J. Keywan, Ossining,
that the present political situation
lies at the bottom of the slump. N. Y., who will be the editor of
The conviction that Roosevelt will the "Tomokan", the year-book,
be re-elected has caused business served this year as the photograph
to fear heavy government spend- editor of the annual.
Henry T. Stryker, Doylestown,
ing, more taxation, and possibly
inflation. Other theories advanced Pa., is the new editor of the Freshrelate to the new tax bill, the man "R" Book, which is published
French national elections, and the for the special infoi-mation of new
tendency of the market to far out- students each summer.
For the third time in five years,
Whatever the actual cause of the Rollins "Sandspur", this year
the drop in the market may have won the first prize awarded by the
been, it was probably for the best. Florida Intercollegiate Press AssoWhen the market soars too high ciation for being the best college
we have a boom such as we had newspaper in the state. The Rolin 1928. No one wants to see such lins "Flamingo" has been adjudga boom repeated; it causes too ed by the Association the best litmuch trouble when the inevitable erary magazine published by colcrash follows. The fact remains, lege students in Florida in each
though, that until the people fully of the last four years.
understand the market which they
ai-e playing, we'll continue to have
these booms and crashes.
EDA'S

BEAUTY
SHOP

Southern Woman Is
Speaker at Theatre

"Beauty is A
Duty"
146 E. Park Ave.
Phone 66

(Continued from page 1, col. 1)
presented at the time of the Civil
War. With this concluding statement a few minutes were set aside
for Mrs. Ames to oblige her audience by answering questions. She
was introduced by Professor A.
Buel Trowbridge, instructor in religion at Rollins.

Orlando

Fred M. Floyd
345 E. Park Are.

(Continued from page 1, col. 3)

Continued from page 1, col. 2)

Jr., had been classmates together
in Owens College, the best scientific school in England. At Owens,
Mr. Alex Wilson specialized in
medicine, and Mr. Millar Wilson
became an expert in chemical analysis. While in Manchester, Mr.
Alex Wilson returned to greet
them from his duties at the hospital, but sent his friends off to
America immediately. As they
were leaving, he tossed into the
carriage a hard, tightly-rolled
cardboard roll, and requested that
it be opened only when they had
landed in America. This tightlyrolled cardboard roll contained thc
Newton print.

State Forests of New York. His
first appointment with the United
States Forest Service was March
1, 1906, but he did not devote his
entire time to work in the Federal
Service until beginning July 20,
1910. Prom that date until retirement last year. Dr. Cary's services were continuous with the
United States Forest Service. For
a brief period he was in the West,
but the greater portion of his work
has been among the large timberland owners of the South and the
Northeast. He assisted timberland owners in the preparation of
management plans, many of whom
today give him full credit for
starting them off in the untried
field of scientific forestry practice.

Miss Hagopian To
Be Instructor In
Voice at Rollins
(Continued from page 1, col. 5)
voice, the purity of her diction,
and the imaginative quality of her
interpretations.
As the official representative of
thc Juilliard Foundation, Miss
Hagopian will enlarge the field of
her activities in concert work in
Florida.
New York University has received $123,6,35 in gifts during the
last two months.

Strongest
Guarantee
Of Ice Cream
Purity

Southern
Dairies

ALAN ANDERSON
Portrait and
Commercial Photographers
for
Rollins College "Tomokan"

Price List Sent on Request:
PORTRAIT
APPLICATION AND
PASSPORT PHOTOGRAPHS

From Tomokan Negatives
1868 West University Avenue
Gainesville, Florida

Seniors!—Personal Cards for
Commencement invitations. Per
100 cards, 95c, $1.65 and $1.95.

Rollins Press Store

MOTHER'S DAY

Inc.

Sunday, May 10th

ATTENTION STUDENTS!I
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Mother's Day. Order early and save the price of a

ROLLINS COLLEGE
Winter Park, Fla.

telegram.

Dear Rollins College Students:

We can ship or telegraph Florida flowers home for

LUCY L i m E ' S FLOWER SHOP

I'll bet anything you like that you didn't realize
this coming Sunday is Mother's Day. Hadn't you
better skip over to DICKSON-IVES right away and
select a gift for Mother. Mother's Day is May 10th
and you realize the time is short.

Parents and Friends of the

DICKSON-IVES carry just the gifts for Mother.
Listen to this list. New hand bags, hosiery (famous
lines that are exclusive with DICKSON-IVES),
gloves, compacts, all kinds of make-up, handkerchiefs,
perfumes (Prince Matchabelli, Chanel, Lavin, Jean
Patou, etc.), stationery, Parker fountain pen sets,
dresser set and all kinds of lingerie.

Graduates
will find appropriate gifts including Hamilton, Elgin
and Waltham wrist watches, diamond rings, pen and
pencil sets and many other articles to please at

C. L. PRUYN'S

Ormond A. McAbee, Mgr.
AIK. BUS AND STEAMSHIP TICKETS
30 E. Pine St.
Phone 5103

THIIEE EDIIORS
OF LONG SERVICE

USED CARS
Convenient Terms Arranged

COMPLETE
SERVICE DEPARTMENT
ATTENTION STUDENTS

Philippines on the road to independence, and has adopted the
Friendly Neighbor policy, whereby
American marines are no longer
used to make the flag follow our
trade and investments in the LatinAmerican countries.
As a closing chapter in our ve
treat from imperialism, we offer
Puerto Rico the chance to go her
own way as a sovereign and independent republic. The leading party groups on the island do not regard our guardianship necessary;
they ask economic as well as political freedom. It is no wonder
they dislike the new Tydings bill
which gives them only political
independence.
In that case, let's not compromise! We have shouldered the
White Man's Burden rather ineffectively and at great expense. The
lack of co-operation on the part of
the natives has not aided us. If
Puerto Rico thinks she is able to
handle her own affairs let her try
it. The money used for the upkeep of the island could be used
in relieving our o^vn internal conditions. If the natives think we
are going to accept political or
economic responsibility over them
once we break the ties that bind
us, they had better guess again.
Uncle Sam is losing his "sucker"
complex.

Rare Print of Sir
Famous Geologist is
Isaac Newton Given Stricken With Heart
To Rollins College
Attack in Florida

Corner Park Avenue and Morse Blvd.

And remember to send Mother a card. You'll find
just the right one in the accessory shop in DICKSONIVES.

A EOLLINS COLLEGE SHOPPER.
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Rollins Student Reviews
PUBLICIIY
John Rae's Art Exhibit
By PATRICIA GUPPY
On Friday afternoon, May 1, at the Rollins Art Gallery, a reception opened an exhibit of the work of John Rae, artist and author,
and present member of the Rollins Art Faculty. Miss Virginia Robie,
and Mrs. Rae gave their valuable assistance with the arragnements,
Over a hundred guests attended.
Mr. Rae, a well-known figure in
the art world of America, is a his own Grasshopper Green and
graduate of Pratt Institute and a Lucy Lockett); Marryat's Mastermember of the Art Students' man Ready; and Mr. Rae's own
League, where he studied under classics. The Big Family and GranHoward Pyle, Kenyon Cox, and ny Goose; and the New Adventures
Frank Vincent DuMond. He is rep- of Alice with illustrations which
resented in the Permanent Collec- are mai-velously like Tenniel's
tion of American Illustrators in drawings, and yet at the same time
the Congressional Library a unmistakably Rae.
Washington, D. C, and has alway
Portraits of Fred Astaire as an
been primarily interested in illus- elfin sailor with a tiny monkey,
tration, though he has done exten- and of Joe Louis, massively primisive work in advertising drawings tive, show all Mr. Rae's individualand portraiture.
ity of style, and instinct for draThe visitors to this latest Rol- matic, narrative effect. A small
lins Exhibit marvelled at the tre- reproduction of the well-known
mendous amount of work produced portrait of Frieda Hemple as Jenby this artist, though it was only ny Lind makes one long to see the
a small part of Mr. Rae's total
real work.
complishment. There were blackComment must be made on the
and-white illustrations for school- tremendous range of subject-matbooks, fiction, and boys' stories,
ter covered by these illustrations
signs for book-jackets and i
and drawings: from romantic prinpapers, and drawings for national cesses to solid human boys playing
advertising. One of the chief aims baseball; cannibals, ships, busiof the "Commercial" artist is, of nessmen in subways; landscape,
course, to have his work repro- figures, and animals—all done
duced well; here we could see and with equal familiarity and ease. It
compare the "originals" with the may not be realized what actual
printed reproductions.
hard work in the way of research,
Mr. Rae's black-and-white work ogsei-vation, and careful checking
indeed places him among the fore- has gone into making each illusmost draftsmen of the country. tration absolutely authentic, in
His style is clear and forceful— costume,
character-types,
and
without "tricks", yet very individual.
Perhaps the most important asEach small sketch is perfect in pect of this exhibit, however, is
itself; no line is without purpose, that which will carry fullest sigthere is no indecisiveness.
nificance to those who know Mr.
The pictures in tempera and oil Rae, as we at Rollins know him.
also have these essential charac- For the most essential quality of
teristics; and together with them, his work is its humanity—the very
the sheer delight of Mr. Rae's ob- fact that his work is chiefly for
vious joy in rich, glowing color. children gives it a key to the childWe see this in the softer, simpler hood that lies in each one of us.
shades of the lovely children's il- Like Stevenson, he has never lost
lustrations, and in the deeper, the secret of youth; like Dickens,
richer polors in those of The Cross- kindliness towards all humanity is
ing, by Winston Churchill, Fairy the essential keynote of his work.
Tales from France by W .T. Lam- The children dancing through these
ed, the illustration for A Christ- illustrations, the fairies, field mice,
mas Carol, and his advertising pic- middle-aged people and old men
tures in colour. Copies of the and women—all are touched with
book& in which these illustrations friendliness and sweetness—the
appear were on exhibit, again ac- same spirit which pervades the
companied by many of the origi- little story of Grasshopper Green.
nals. Books of the Volland Chil- We enjoy these pictures because
dren's series, to which Mr. Rae we feel that Mr. Rae thoroughly
contributed a greal deal (including enjoyed creating them.
John Rae signs his name, draws
his whole life and personality into
Alma Mater, remember mother every line and brush-stroke of his
on Mother's Day. Gifts that drawings and paintings, as in
are different. New Mother's every phrase of his writing. In
Day cards.
picture after picture we find little
boys with thumbled masses of
silky, fair or reddish hair, cut like
132 N. Orange
Orlando 14th Century page-boys; these are
easily recognizable as immortalizations of the Rae's three children,
named in the dedication to GrassINSURE IN SURE
Hopper Green, "Waltie, Jackie and
INSURANCE
Robyn". Mrs. Rae can be recognized in medieval legend or Victorian home-scene; not infrequently there will be a self-portrait—as
the shadowy Sandman scattering
sweet dreams on the golden hair
of the little boy asleep in his
grandmother's arms! All the landscapes have a New England flavor
—even the hills and plains of
Palestine seen from Nazareth, in
an illustration of The Christmas
Story.
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ning into Hitler our second day in
ALL TO BE IN COSTUME the country, in Cologne. It was was most impressive, and lost none
of the religious atmosphere that

A meeting of the Rollins Club
was held Sunday night in Daytona Beach at the home of William
Ronald. During an open discussion led by Fred Hanna, plans
were made for increasing the Rollins publicity in that town.
There will be a "Rollins Evening" sometime in the future with
this tentative program: A short
play by the dramatic department,
fencing matches, and selections by
the Rollins octette. Another plan
is to give a vespers service on a
Sunday evening, using the A Cappella Choir, Mr. Herman Siewert,
and litany readers.
In the line of sports it was suggested that several shells he sent
over to put on an exhibition in a
regatta to be held soon at Daytona Beach.
After the discussion President
Holt spoke concerning the new
buildings, housing problems, and
the unit cost plan; then Katherine
Lewis explained briefly the alumni
magazine.
Refreshments were served, following which Ruth Lincoln played
two piano solos and Hazel Bowen
sang a group of selections accompanied by Lillias Parker.

On Friday morning. May 8, at
10:25 in the Annie Russell Theatre, a program of English Folk
Songs and a sword dance will be
presented by the Rollins College
Folk Dancing Teams under the direction of Helen Rae.
The Sword dance is called the
Kirkby Malzeard Sword Dance,
taking its name from the small
country village in England. It
will be performed in the traditional manner with the King, who
sings to introduce his dancers and
the Jester, who always accompanies the dancers. All will be in
costume.
The King will be Walter Royall;
the Jester will be William Pearce;
the dancers are, George Fuller, the
leader, Dante Bergonzi, Red Rae,
Norris Clark, William Page and
William Vosburgh.
The folk songs will be: "O, Sally My Dear", "Morning in Barclay", "The Foggy Dew" and "The
Keeper".
The soloists are: Hazel Bowen
and Walter Royall. The pianist is
Lillias Parker, while the drummer
is John Rae.

We started off with a bang, run-

Sally Hammond and
Mary Jane Meeker
Give Joint Recital
The Rollins Conservatory of
Music presented Sally Hammond
of Winter Park, pianist, and Mary
Jane Meeker of Tampa, 'cellist, in
a joint recital Thursday evening,
April 30, at the Winter Park Women's Club. The program is as
follows:
Sarabande, from the A Minor
English Suite (Bach), Prelude and
Fugue in B flat Minor (Bach),
Miss Hammond.
Sonata in D Minor (Corelli-von
Lindner), Preludio, Allemanda,
Sarabanda, Giga, Miss Meeker.
Nocturne, E Major (Chopin),
Prelude, G sharp Minor (Rachmaninoff), Rigaudon (Ravel), Miss
Hammond.
2me Ariette Oubliee (Debussy),
Serenade Espagnole (Glazounow),
Miss Meeker.
The White Peacock (Griffes),
Etude, C sharp Minor (Scriabine),
Poeme (Scriabine), Miss Hammond.
Ruth Elisabeth Melcher, accompanist.
of music that enters into the observer, reader or listener andi becomes part of him, making him
think: "I want that thing with me
always, to live with." This is the
characteristic which makes any
piece of creative work live. It can
be safely said that the work of
John Rae has this quality.

Kjng Faiouk, above, succeeded
to the tlirone of Egypt after the
recent death of his father, King
Fuad I.
The 16-year-old
Farouk will reign over the ancient African country under a
regency headed by Prince Mohammed All, his third cousin.
The young king is pictured in
Englanol, where he has been
attending school.

Concert of Wagner
Held Sunday Eve
At Mayflower Hall
Last Sunday evening at 6:45 in
Mayflower Hall the complete first
act of Wagner's "Die Walhure"
was played at the third of a weekly series of recorded concerts.
The music was performed ^y the
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra under the direction of Bruno Walter,
and the soloists were: Lauritz Melchoir who sang the part of "Siegmude", Lotte Lehmann who was
cast as "Sieglinde", and Ehnanuel
List who portrayed "Hunding".
Before the music started, Mr. Honaas of the conservatory lectured
briefly on the opera. A fairly
large crowd was present to hear
this marvelous music and every-

his last day before the "election"
so excitement ran high, especially
for us who hadn't expected anything. When we aiTived in Cologne, the streets were one mass
of red flags with the "I/aken
kreux", and at 3 P. M. suddenly
everybody stood still in the streets
while sirens blew. After careful
investigation we found that Hitler
had just arrived in Essen, and
further questioning brought forth
the news that he would be in Cologne. So we rushed about trying
to buy seats for the big speech in
the evening, but they had all been
sold long ago. However we managed to buy a seat in the tribunes
for the afternoon parade. The
tribunes turned out to be nothing
more than bleachers along the
street, but we were lucky to have
the seats. The parade itself was
rather weak, compared with an
American Legion demonstration,
but the Mercedes Benz and Horch
autos that the entire retinue used
made up for it in part. We waited
for it for three hours, while driblets of storm troops, regular troops
(which didn't goose step) and sundry city officials passed by. But
we got a thrill out of "Fuhrer",
even though he looks quite ordibody greatly enjoyed the concert. nary and unimpressive.
Music lovers cannot afford to miss
Bonn was fun—we found a beer
these concerts at which music is place that had lots of atmosphere
played that is seldom heard over and students who entertained us
radio and in the concert hall.
for an evennig, and next day we
went to the seven hills and climbDr. Aldo Castellani, of the Roy- ed to the top of Drachanfels, meetal Italian Medical Corps, is on the ing two very nice students on the
Louisiana State medical fasulty, way who guided us about and explained as much as they could with
but duties in Ethiopia have kept
limited English and our far more
him from lecturing this semester. limited Ge^rman.

BABY GRAND THEATRE

In Frankfurt, as we were wa;
dering about the old town, Ba
decker in hand, a very nice ge:
tleman came up and started to e:
plain a stork on top of a church,
which was puzzling us very much.
Fi-om there he led us about for
about two hours, showing
oldest house, post office, beer tavern keeper's home, Rothschild'f
house, Grimm's (of fairy tah
fame) home, and millions of other
interesting details that we couldn't
possibly have found otherv
was an architect engaged
juvenating all the old historical
buildings of Frankfurt, so knew
his subject first hand.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
Early California . . . seething- with strife . . . bristling •
adventure. Cradle of an empire that changed history!
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one hight think—had more, in fact,
in its simplicity. The stained glass
windows were in rectangular patterns, with every color in the spectrum, and the crucifix was even of
modernistic design, which was
quite a relief after the gory things
they have stuck about here.
But Heidelburg was our high
point. While we were wandering
about looking for supper at eight
in the evening, two very nice students came by and gave some advice, and then came with us to the
"Roten Ochsen" which oozed with
the student atmosphere that we
most desired. We drank beer, sang
songs, and then took a hike up
"Philosopher's Walk", while they
told us all their political ideas.
Both were very _strong pro-Hitler,
one being a leader of the Youth
Movement. We argued furiously.
Next morning they called for us
at nine and took us to the Schloss
and then the new war memorial,
situated on the top of a hill overlooking the city—a grand view.
Rothenburg and Numberg were
nice old places but rather a let
down after our preceding experiences. Munich we like better,
though its been mostly art galleries and the German Museum,
because of the rain. The shop
windows are frightfully tempting,
too—oh for a trunk and a mint of
money!
TomoiTOw we are off to Garmisch for a much needed rest of
four days, if we can resist climbing the Zugspitze. Then a day in
Innsbruck, a week in Vienna,
Prague, and finally Berlin.
We have been most amazed at
the sincerity of support that Hitler receives. But actually, now
that we have been almost two
weeks without the influence of
newspaper and radio, we find ourselves more and more convinced
that he has really done more good
than harm. To hear some of these
people enthuse is most illuminating, and it is not only the victims
of propaganda, but well informed
lads, such as one who subscribed
to French, English, and American
newspapers. They agree that his
plan has many faults, but it has
restored that very necessary factor
of self respect which the counti-y
has lacked ever since the World
War. Also they feel the Rhineland move to be quite legitimate,
since France's action was interpreted as a break of the Locarno.
I must get a Times and see what's
been going on, before I can pass
judgment on all this hear-say!
BARBARA TRUEBLOOD.

On that same day \
luncheon invitation from the mother of a German girl lii
lege Hall. She was a most interesting woman, having traveled a
great deal, and incidently, an
American. She drove us about
showing us the new highway that
has just been built under the construction program, and best of all,! ^''^- Lucius Clark entertained
a modernistic cathedral, which was j the Alpha Phis at tea on April 26
a treat, after all the ancient things i at her lovely new bungalow. Tea
we've been seeing. As a matter j ^ ^ s served, accompanied by deof fact, we didn't get to see the ,. , . , ,
,
,
, . ,
„ ^, , , . ^ ,
.e 11 ^1 •
lightful cakes and sandwichesi shown around
Cathedral in Cologne, of all thing's, \
because the day was a holiday
rather!
and l"^^^"
the house
^^^ quests
and told
i
the history of
it was closed—that
touch
This modem
thing I many of the antique furnishings.
amused

EXTRA
PHIL SPITALNY
AND HIS
ALL GIRL BAND

A collection of 4000 phonograph
records assembled by the late
Senator Bronson Cutting of New
Mexico has been presented to
Swarthmore College.

We stopped in St. Goar a night,
across from the Lorelei, and next
morning did the Rhinefels Castle,
crawling through all the underground passages and climbing its

T. G. LEE, DAIRY

Rollins' New
Dormitories

Munohen, April 6, '36
Perhaps it's the touch of

PRESIDENT HOLT TALKS

But all the work of any real
artist is a great self-portrait; this
Cornell University farm experts
part of that quality, in a work of are producing thick-skinned onions
art, which we call greatness. That by coating the plants with copper
quality in a painting, book or piece sulphate.

19 E. Pine St. Orlando
Phone 4822

Barbara Trueblood Writes
Of Trip Through Germany

Will Present Sword Dance in spring or just a series of lucky breaks, but I find that Germany in
two weeks has given me enough thrills to last a life time.
Old Traditional Manner
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AROUND OTHER
CAMPI

On Saturday, Rollins was the center of
the Annual State High School Swimming
Meet. As usual it was a victorious day for
the Ft. Lauderdale representatives. Former
records were broken, while others were left
untouched.
Katherine Rawls and Ralph Flannigan,
Olympic "Hopefuls", swam and broke world
and intercollegiate records. Miss Rawls performed from the ten-foot board, presenting
some of the new dives that will be required
in the forthcoming Olympics.
Aside from the success and glory of the
winning team, this meet held another purpose equally as important—the bringing together of the High Schools of Florida in fair
competition.
Swimming is both individual and team
work. One not only wins for personal recognition in the 50-yard dash or the 440-yard
dash, but also for team recognition in the
relay or medley races. In the majority of
sports it is either the individual or the team,
rarely a combination of both. Swimming is
anybody's game, as the good swimmer doesn't have to be of any certain weight or
height as in crew or football. It is the swimmer who works and trains persistently that
is the better man.

(Brown Daily Herald)
"The right to search unimpeded and unhampered for truth,
and to express what one finds to
be right freely, courageously, and
to the best of his ability." Harvard's President James Bryant Conant records his conception of
academic freedom for the benefit
of Massachusetts' legislative oath
advocates.
"After all, is it necessary that
we all speak alike? There always
will be conventions of pronunciations that no educated man can afford to neglect, but variations in
mmor matters should not be suppressed." Boston Univei-sity's Pi-of.
William C. Hoffman staunchly defends regional variations in speech.
"The only two present candidates
for the Republican presidential
nomination of whom I heard much
mention were Senator Borah of
Idaho and Governor Landon of
Kansas."
Columbia's President
Nicholas Murray Butler reports a
startling discovery after a 13
weeks' trip through the U. S.

Sportsmanship is essential to the swimmer. It is difficult for the loser to come in
at the end and be able to face the spectators
Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in the
United States $1.60 a term (12 weeks), $2.50 for with a smile. Even more so, when he goes
"And yet the paradox of the sittwo terms, or $3.00 for the full college year.
back to his fellow swimmers who may have
uation is that now, just when we
been the winners in other races.
most need freedom and fearlessThe Florida State Interscholastic Swim
ness in the school's handling of the
ot March 3, 1879.
ming Meet is an ideal one for High School
basic issues of the time, waves of
students of this state. The cities and towns
popular hysteria against a free
in
this
state
do
not
work
together,
and
this
EDITORIAL STAFF
and fearless scholarship begin to
beat over the schools." Wisconsin's
Editor
ROBERT H. VAN BEYNUM meet should promote among the young folks
a
friendship
and
spirit
that
is
decidedly
lackPresident Glenn Frank views with
Associate Editor
-.. JACK MacGAFFIN
News Editor
ISABELLE RODGERS ing. It is fair competition on an equal baSports Editor
JACK MacGAFFIN sis. It sponsors the "we" feeling among the
Feature Editor
STEVEN BAMBERGER boys and girls who will some day be the
"The kind of men and women
Society Editor
LEAH JEANNE BARTLETT leaders and workers in their respective comwhich the state colleges and most
Exchange Editor
CAROLYN BARRETT munities. They learn to respect each other
of the other great colleges are
turning out of their great statein fair and clean play.
ASSISTANTS
leader factories today is pretty
Our congratulations to Fleetwood Peeples
Malcolm Whitelaw. Seymour Ballard. Ann CLirke,
poor stuff." Emporia's whitePriscilla Smith, Mary Dudley, Paul Boring, William and the committee responsible for the sucBingham, Robert Hayes.
haired Editor William Allen White
cess of the meet. Rollins should be proud
thinks we should have something
ETIKETTE
that they are annually the hosts to the Flornew in education.
Emily Showalter. Carl Howland, James Holden, Louise
By STEVEN H. BAMBERGER
(Northwest Viking)
MacPherson, Edith SteDhan, Laura Lou Lincoln, Hen- ida State High School Swimming Meet, which
ry Stryker, Socrates Chakales, Helene Keywan. Jeff
This list of etiquette questions
Liberman, Perry Oldham, Paul Boring, Peggy White- should be indirectly responsible for friendGreat excitement was stirred up the other day when the Order of and answers was found in an old, at the end of a dance so that her
ly, Molly Mergentine, Nan Poeller, Frances Hyer, Jane ship and good sportsmanship among the
Smith, Bill Bingham, Arthur Dear, William Scheu.
Libra (that's the girls' honor society, you dope) announced that it discarded notebook.
next partner can find her easily?
young men and women throughout the state.
would sponsor an inter-sorority sing and would award a prize to the
No—it's better to take her to the
1. Should one telephone another
BUSINESS STAFF
winning group of nightingwhales. In view of this fact we're con- during the dinner hours?
girls' stag line and then dash over
Business Manager
PAUL TWACHTMAN
vinced that it would be mast fitting if not imperative for the O. D. The way some girls tear around to the men's to be better able to
Advertising Commissioner
RICHARD ALTER
K.S to organize an inter-fraternity hog-calling rivalry and then have that is the only time one can be eye the rest of the girls up and
Assistant
The result of the first voting in France for the winners of both contests compete against each other. The only sure of catching them in.
down and pick your own partner
Circulation Manager
ROBERT MacARTHUR a new Parliament was inclusive. Apparently hitch in the whole performance is of coui-^e that the hog-callers would
2. Is it good taste to discuss for the next dance.
less than one third of the total member- probably cause a stampede on the campus.
I'll bet the writer of this certainpersonal affairs with acquainWe received an anonymous note
ly knows his way around.
ship of the Chamber of Deputies were electtances?
ed. This results from the peculiar method in the mail last Friday, advising us privilege to be able to be the first
Not only bad taste but dangerthat our comments on Beanery to let out the startling news. Said ous. They might be writing the
(The Huron Alphaomega)
of conducting French elections.
Once there was a Scotchman who
There are more than a dozen parties that food "were becoming rather mo- Don, quizzically, "Almost all of the dirt column.
sandwiches one eats in a restau3. Is it all right for one to cor- had given up ail hope of finding
sponsor candidates. Law requires that an notonous" and wouldn't we limit
aspirant must have a clear majority of all them to "once a week instead of 1 rant are too small. Therefore I rect another who has mispro- his wife's body in the sea and had
returned home, only to receive a
: a month". In response, we suggest that all eating places em nounced his name?
the ballots to win a seat.
should like to state that the re- ploy dwarfs to wait on the cus
After all, when you are being in- telegram saying that the body had
The consequence is that the first polling marks couldn't be half as monoto- tomers. In this way the sand troduced to that beautiful blonde been found, entangled by a monLast Thursday, Mrs. Jesse Daniel Ames, is a good deal like a qualifying test. In the nous as the food and are undoubt- wiches will look bigger. I like you do want her to get your name strous sea serpent, for which a museum offered $200. Whereupon
who is president of the association for the second voting those who fail were conspicu- edly twice as spicy. And further- ice cream too and. . ." Yes, Don,right.
that's very nice and we're all glad
4. May salad ever be cut with the Scotchman wired back—AcPrevention of Lynching, spoke on "The ously rules out and the choice then lies in
the first two candidates in the preliminaries. anonymosities we shall be forced you like ice cream, and cinnamon a knife?
cept offer of museum and will set
Crime of Lynching and What to Do About
Some salads require it.
bait again.
Then a great scramble will come to pick to turn them over to the police toast, now run along and play
It" in the Annie Russell Theatre.
with some of your little friends but
5. Does a person have a right
And then, there's the little boy
up the scattered votes which had been cast where they will undergo a thorbe sure and don't get lost.
to break a date because of a more who, when told to write a paper
On Friday morning, an article appeared in for the minor favorites in former elections, ough investigation and suffer the
due processes of the law. (ad lib, Judging from the advance book- interesting invitation?
on Louis Pasteur, wrote a dissertathe Orlando Sentinel which stated the views Therefore many combinations and permutato wit, inasmuch, as and whereas ing, Reverend Denny will have to
Some people wouldn't consider tion on loose plaster—what makes
of William T. Comer, commander of the Or- tions are possible.
have a couple of assistants work- it a right—they would think it a
to.)
it loose, what to do to keep it from
lando Post of the American Legion.
As expected, the first voting indicated tening double time next June the duty—^to themselves.
becoming loose, and why one
There
were
so
many
things
to
6. Should a man leave his partParts of the article read, "Charges that dencies toward a victory of the left parties. do last Saturday afternoon that fourth, when at least seven couples are to be married in the ner in the middle of the dance floor should not have loose plaster in
Even
the
communists
hold
a
larger
vote.
But
Mrs. Ames made yesterday in a talk before
one's house
we had a difficult time making a chapel. . . Hereafter we shall refer
Rollins students that the American Legion the second voting revealed a counter-drift selection between the swimming to Miss Bastien as "drink to me
and its Auxiliary fostered disregard for law which made the Leftist's victory appear less meet, the baseball game and the only with Listerine". . . If you
and order in regard to lynchings were em- overwhelming.
Kentucky Derby. However, after haven't heard her yet you have a
Meanwhile, it has been noticed that the finding out that Fleet Peeples was rare treat in store for you. We're
phatically branded as bunk by Mr. Comer in
Left parties in France are as strong for na- still using his blank cartridge pis- referring of course to Miss Evans'
his statement last night.
tional defense as have been the Right par- tol (we're scared to death of all piano playing. "I wish I were a
•"Mr. Comer also stated that Mrs. Ames ties. The change can be credited to Hitler's noises) and that Brevity wasn't sprig of Holly" is her best numIn the Rollins
Sandspur
doctrine smacked greatly of the Communis- recent move. It is a fact which will have its going to win the horse race, we ber. . . One of the most exciting
tic doctrine."
effects in the deliberations of the League of decided to "ogle" the last game of events in Rollins is to see Johnny
the Oglethorpe series and were Bills hog-tie Miss Munson in her Seven Years Ago
Nations,
which
are
to
be
resumed
soon.
as
being
thoroughly
practicable
Bollins students came away from the asvery favorably impressed by the chair in the American Lit. course.
Students in a special meeting
sembly feeling that Mrs. Ames had made a
performance of our team. Still, . . . "Doc" Bragg has already filed took a whack at that long stand- and desirable, and the three given
first
rank
were
served
in
Beanery
level-headed and impressionable talk. No
we're wondering how our op- his petition at Harpers to have the ing Rollins problem—the problem
ponents were able to collect the slot machines moved outside so he of chapel attendance. Expressing on successive nights, and a student
one felt her communistic influence, but rathpoll was taken to decide the wintwo
runs
that
they
did.
Ah!
How
can enjoy the fresh air with his depreciation for outside speakers
er believed in her sensible ideas and views
Quoting Rollinsania: Next year
well we remember the halcyon days exercise. . . Magnolias to the cast because of their usually long dison lynching. Her talk was not against the
when games were played for six- and the directing staff of "Chris- courses, and calling for more stu- Rollins is offering another amazAmerican Legion or any such organizations,
ing
attraction to prospective stuteen
innings
in
knee-deep
water
topher Bean". It certainly was dent participation, a committee
Alvin Karpis, U. S. Public Enemy No. 1,
but against those people who foster and lead
dents.
Besides the Conference
and the ball never even got wet. the best show of the season. . . was appointed to Investigate.
was captured in New Orleans less than a
a mob into lynching.
Plan, the six-hour day, the UnitWarren
Goldsmith
seems
to
have
Scoop!!! At the request of our
Chase Hall Notes: Old Chase,
month after Edgar J. Hoover had offered a
This accusation made by Mr. Comer was $5,000 reward for his capture. Who divulged many readers and admirers (well, started a sensation on the campus long the joy of enthusiastic mos- Cost Plan, every entering student
will receive a little lead pencil on
unwarranted and far-fetched, as Mrs. Ames the information that led to his capture, Mr. somebody did ask us to do it) and with his regular Sunday evening quitoes, has pepped up surprisinga chain with which to mark ballots
made no such assertion in her talk. It was a Hoover refused to comment upon. Without despite the Dean, we set out to Victrola concerts. Its gotten so ly since the screens were repaired. and sign petitions and pledges.
now that the Ford and the Chev- We no longer have to hunt the
question asked her by one of the students the usual gunfire, it must have been a quiet discover for ourselves just how
rolet Motors programs don't even mosquitoes down with clubs, and Two Yeags Ago
much
truth
there
was
in
this
mariafter her talk.
capture of a Public Enemy No. 1.
juana scarce. We lurked down stand a chance, not to mention the push them aside to climb into bed.
The Student Open Forum disWe all know that the American Legion
winding lanes and deserted alleys local motion picture shows and it
The Sophomores promise a big cussed the need at Rollins for more
in the dark of night, visited dis- looks as though he'll have to be time at their annual dance tomorwas created under good, honest leaders with
leisure
time in which to follow
With the flight of Haile Selassie from Ad- reputable "jernts" of the lowest "bought off". . . Good last l i n e sound ideas, but that now its great fault lies
row night. Written invitations hobbies and personal pursuits. I t
in the fact that it is too "politically minded". dis Ababa, there began the ancient custom calibre, questioned the most sus- So you don't like our marks, eh have been issued to members of was found that in order to have
Dean?
Well
why
don't
you
raise
the faculty, and if in the mad more time during the week, the
The author of this attack on Mrs. Ames was of riot, plunder and anarchy. Many parts of picious looking characters and even
went so far as to actually demand 'em then?
rush, any of our dear teachers did school year must be extended, and
a bit too anxious to defend the ideals of the the city were in flame and destruction.
the stuff by sticking our hands
not receive theirs, we extend to the plan met with little favor.
American Legion. Had he listened more
in our pockets and naively imitatsaid Golden Personalities and their
carefully to her talk, he would have realized
Come to the moonlight siesta and
Northwestern University, pioall
wives an especial and most hearty
One can't even bet on the favorite horse ing a pistol. HI
that she was criticizing the evils of lynchdance to a six-piece orchestra pro!er in traffic control, now has a
if the Orlando Evebid.
in the Kentucky Derby any more. With
vided for your pleasure. Nothing
ing and not the evils of his organization.
graduate
course
in
that
sub$ject.
ning Reporter Star thinks it can
will cost over a dime, and some
Three Years Ago
Bold Venture coming in ahead of Brevity, we find some we wish it would let us
Mr. Comer has launched an attack which
things less. Dancing will be ten
The University of Pennsylvania
know because we're really very inThis heat wave seems to have
is biased and preposterous. To those who wonder if many people had the losing smiles
terested. (Yes, we'd call it a sort had a "fault-finding day" recently. ispired among a group of stu- cents a dance or three for twentyheard Mrs. Ames his statement shows nar- on their faces.
Everyone aired his pet gripes, but dents to rise early. I t would not five cents.
of challenge.)
Spectators a t the interscholastic
row-mindedness and sheer ignorance.
By the way, our own "Uncle knockers claimed nothing was done be disturbing if everyone on cam- water meet here were thrilled with
We wonder why Rollins or their guests
The Republicans are in for a battle royal Don" Bond crashed through again about any of them.
pus did not feel the effects of a the unusual spectacle of a parafew ambitious ones going to class
should be criticized on every move by people at their coming convention if the state pri- this week with an idea that may
chute jump from an altitude of
The belief that left-handed per- at 6 A. M.
in Orange County. They should realize the maries prove anything. With the upset in revolutionize the entire restaurant
2000 feet. Following the leap into
business throughout the world. So sonsi are slightly abnormal, says
Out of twenty-five suggested
cultural influence that Dr. Holt and Rollins
Illinois, Massachusetts proved its individual- unique and subtle is this plan that Dr. Samuel T. Orton of Columbia, menus turned in by students to Lake Virginia, the performer was
offer to this community, and learn to apprepicked up by the Rollins speedity by leaning toward Landon as its favorite. we consider it a real honor and is just another piece of folk-lore.
the committee, twelve were chosen boat and taken ashore.
ciate the opportunities extended to them.

Footnotes

French Elections

. Lynching—Yes!
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FT, LAUDERDALE RETAINS SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Rollins Ties One, Wins One in Series With Oglethorpe
BATTLE TO
I ii;s viciofis TEAMS
3-3 TIE IN TWELVE

EVELYN RAVELS AND
JOHN PATTON STAR;
BREAK 3 RECORDS
Ralph Flanagan

and Katharine Rawls
cial National
Marks
In Exhibitions

Break

N SWIM MEET
LAST MONDAY

unoffi-

Capturing all six trophies and brealiing three records the
from Ft. Lauderdale completely dominated the 17th Annual State High
School swimming meet at Rollins College, Saturday, and made the
trek homeward still in possession of their team titles in both the boys
and girls events.
Led by sturdy Evelyn Rawls,
high point girl with three firsts
for fifteen points, her sister, Dorothy, with ten, and little Betty MacMinn, Ft. Lauderdale had little
ti-ouble in scoring 56 points for its
seventh championship in a row.
Palm Beach was second with 33,
Winter Park third with 26, while
St. Petersburg finished with 17.
X Club, Rollins Hall Race;
The boys' competition was someWinner Meets Indian River
what closer, but Ft. Lauderdale
with 48 points was 12 points ahead
of its nearest rival, St. Petersburg, NUMERALS TO BE GIVEN
which scored 36 points. In finishing third, Orlando was far behind,
Preliminary to the varsity trips
totaling 18 points, while Palm
Beach was fourth with IB. Other to New York and Marietta, Coach
point-winners were Winter Park 8, Bradley has scheduled a race beEustis 4, Plant High of Tampa 2 tween a Rollins intra-mural crew
and Hillsborough High, also of and the varsity four from the Indian River School. A definite date
Tampa, 1.
Ft. Lauderdale's tireless sopho- has not been set but the contest
Jack Curley, upper left, is the promoter who said he never heard
more star, Johnny Patton, was will be run off sometime within
of a wrestling match being fixed. Dick Shikat, upper right, says
it cost him an $18,000 forfeit to disobey the "rules" and defeat
high point boy with fifteen points. the next two weeks.
Danno O'Mahony last March 3. The lower photo shows Shikat
Rollins Hall, winner of five
In the morning, he swam the 880
applying a foothold in that much-discussed bout.
yard race, which is equivalent to straight victories in the recent inone-half a mile, in 11 minutes 23.3 tra-mural competition, is the logiseconds, eleven seconds faster than cal choice to row against Indian
Recently, however, three
his Ifecord time of 11 minutes 32
X Clubbers and a Phi Delt got toseconds established last year.
He also scored victories in the gether and challenged the suprem2Z0-yard and 440-yard free style acy of the Hallers. Bradley agreed
races as well as swimming on the to let the boys fight it out, and a
winning 330-yard medley and 440- race, scheduled for Thursday afternoon, will determine the crew
yard free style relay
By Jack
MacGaffin
the 440-yai-d relay I which will represent
Rollins
I anchor
team, he swam a beautiful race m against its east coast rivals. The
After Saturday's game we asked one of the Stormy Petrels what he
' overcoming the ten-yard lead of winners will be awarded numerals.
The race at Indian River will be thought of Rollins baseball team. Either we picked the wrong man
! Simard of St. Petersburg and finover a three-quarter mile cours
or it was too soon after the game to expect a coherent answer. The
I ishing two yards to the good.
only information we could get was that he nominated the Tars for the
Bill Snelling of St. Petersburg four-oared shells, but since
erased the five-year-old 100-yard Rollins shells differ greatly among leather medal when it came to heckling.
backstroke record of Albertson of themselves in size, shapes and
Palm Beach by winning in 1 min- speed, the elimination race here
Regardless of what he or any of his team mates may think,
ute and 11.3 seconds, one-half of will probably be decided on
we are of the opinion that this year's aggregation is the best
a second faster than the old mark. time trial basis. If this method
that has worn the blue and gold in many a year. Oglethorpe was
The prettiest race of the day is used, the fours will row S(
as good a team as you will find in most colleges and the two-game
I was the nip and tuck struggle ratcly over the same course, using
series showed that the Tars have little to fear from anyone.
! waged between the smooth swim- the same boat, and their times will
1 ming Rachel Harris of Winter be compared.
I Park and Ft. Lauderdale's Evelyn
The most obvious reason is the wealth of dependable pitching ma; Rawls in the 220-yard free style
terial. For a long time the hurling staff has been made up of perevent. Practically even all the way
haps one good pitcher and several also-rans. This year it has been
down the course, Harris gained
a different story.
slightly before the t u m and held
her slender lead until five yardi
In Mobley and Kettles the Tars have two good starting hurlfrom the finish, but she could not
ers while Brady, Stoddard, and McPherson can be depended upon
match the powerful finishing kick
to do their share of the work. Its a great feeling to be able to
of the Rawls girl and lost by
sit in the grandstand and know the left fielder isn't going to
foot
run himself to death before the end of the seventh.
Bold Venture W i t h Ira Han
The time was 2 minutes 54 Si
ford U p W i n s B y Head
onds, three seconds faster than
the time established by this same
Goose deserves a lot of credit for his five hit game on Saturday.
Evelyn Rawls last year. Evelyn 6 2 N D R U N N I N G O F E V E N T Winning five straight after a year of inactivity is a feat worth talkRawls, again pushed by Harris,
ing about. Mobley's record for the season has also been a good one,
also clipped 16 seconds from her
and but for a little touch luck would have been even better.
Before a roaring crowd of 62,000
mark of last year in lowering the
440-yard record to 6 minutes 11.3 people Bold Venture, the longest
In this writer's humble opinion the men who make up the presshot in eighteen years, galloped to
seconds.
ent infield are the best we have seen on Harper-Shephard Field
Jimmy Bowen, of Winter Park, victory in the 62nd running of the
since we have been in college. At times they have looked like
State Open champion, demonstrat- historic Kentucky Derby, Satura grammar school soft-ball team, but even the best of them have
ed that he was far superior to the day.
their momentary lapses and it is no reflection on anyone to slip
The victory brought his owner,
rest of the field in winning his
once in a while.
Morton Schwartz, $37,725 in prize
second State High School title.
In exhibition races, Ralph Flana- money. On a lightning fast track
The outfield in general and George Miller in particular do their
gan, who swam on the 1932 Olym- Bold Venture, with pugnacious litpic team when he was 15 and is tle Ira Hanford up, got off to a share when a ball comes their way. What few errors they may have
now a junior a t Miami High, broke fine start, establishing a big lead made are overshadowed by the number of balls they have handled
the National Intercollegiate mark and had just enough left to with- successfully.
set by Loyd Osborne of Yale in stand Brevity's closing rush to the
the 220-yard free style. FlanaAfter the poor showing that other varsity teams have made
gan's time was 2;16. The former
Hanford was suspended for fifthis year it is good to see the baseball team crash through. If
record was 2:18. This also broke teen days for rough riding in the
the crew comes out on top against Marietta or Manhattan it won't
the interscholastic record of John early j-unning along with two other
be such a bad year after all. However, no matter what the total
Macionisof 2:18.
jockeys, George Bums and Nick
results for the year may be, it will be a long time before the local
Flanagan bettered the National Wall riding Indian Broom and
fans see a better baseball team at Rollins.
Interscholastic record of five min- Coldstream, respectively.
utes 6 seconds set by James GilBrevity, the odds-on favorite,
hula. Flanagan covered it in 4 went to his knees a t the very out- but his stretch drive was not quite
There are 175,000 attorneys in
minutes and 66 seconds. His times set and later Bold Venture cut in enough and he lost by a head in a the United States, 38,600 incubatwere unofficial as there were no ahead of him. Many lengths the driving finish.
ing in the law schools. Too many,
A. A. U. timers present.
idian Broom, whose owner say authorities.
Widener entry tore after Bold
In still another exhibition Kath- Venture and with one sixteenth of a thought enough of him to place
raine Rawls unofficially bettered
Columbia has received a $13,000
•. to go, was only a length be- $25,000 on his victory chances came
the world's 50-yard breast stroke hind. It was apparent that Brevity
third, six lengths behind the Rockefeller Foundation grant for
record for women. Using the
ner. Coldstream was fourth. the study of infantile paralysis.
tihe stronger horse at the end.
grueling "butterfly" sti-oke she
swam the distance in 36 2-6 secnods, two seconds faster than the
A Clear Statement of a Plain Fact!
former mark.
ase Which You Can Make for a Quarter—
—Will Buy More Pleasure Insurai
ESSOLUBE MOTOR OIL
Expert Repairing of All
Delegates to the 1936 Psi UpsiMakes Cars
lon convention went on record as
opposing physical punishment in
226 Church St.
Corner E. Park and Fairbanks Ave.
connection with initiation.

CREW MEIERS
RAGE IN IRYOUT

NEWS AND VIEWS
OF SPORTS

LONG
RISIORIG DERBY

Andy's Garage

Raggett's Service Station

Well-Balanced Team Scores
42 Points to Win By
Narrow Margin
INDEPENDENTS

SECOND

Smith Leads Phi Delts to
Third Place
The hard fighting Kappa Alpha
outfit emerged victorious in the
Men's Intramural Swimming meet
Monday by piling up 42 points,
four more than the Independents
who pushed the eventual winners
all the way.
The Phi Delts, mainly throoigh
the efforts of Freling Smith and
Ralph Gibbs scored 24 points for
third place. The X Club with 11
points nosed out Theta Kappa Nu
which totaled 10 points for fourth
place. Rho Lambda Nu trailed in
last place with eight points.
The K. A.s went into the last
event, the 440-yard relay, leading
the Independents by two points.
Everyone of the spectators thought
that the race would degenerate
into a fight between these two
teams as they far excelled the
others in man power.
And so it appeared, when McArthur, swimming anchor for the
K. A.s, started the final lap 30
yards ahead of the Phi Delts and
35 yards ahead of the Independents. Then out of nowhere came
Freling Smith, the Phi Delt anchor man, to make a race of it.
At the 60-yard mark Smith had
halved the lead and was still plowing through the water with his
powerful strokes. Five strokes
from the end he caught the tiring
McArthur and finished two strokes
ahead.
However this had no bearing on
the final team result as the K.
A.s finished ten yards ahead of
the Independents who took third in
this event.
Smith also took first in the 50yard dash in the good time of 29
seconds. Another fine race was
the 220-yard free style. King Mccrury. Independent, started slowly
but finished strongly to overtake
Don Bradley, the K. A., who lacked stamina enough to withstand
McCrury's rush. Both were well
ahead of the rest of the field.
Meet records were set by Makemson, Independent, in the 50-yard
backstroke, and McArthur, K. A.,
in the 100-yard breast stroke.
Their times were 31.8 seconds and
1 minute 30 seconds.
Tom Powell, Independent, won a
knockdown and dragout brawl in
the canoe tilting finals from Bob
Johnston, Rho Lambda Nu. The
canoes were paddled by Tommy

INNINGS; TARS WIN
Mobley, Miller and Kettles star as Tars Win Eleventh
Victory in Thirteen Starts this Season;
Will play Florida Friday
Last week-end the Tars came out on top of tSie heap in their twogame series with the Stormy Petrels of Oglethorpe University. Jim
Mobley pitched six hit ball in the opening game Friday, striking out
fourteen Petrels, during the nip and tuck 12-inning battle which terminated with the score at three-all. Except for a disastrous fifth
inning orgy, in which the Petrels pushed over their three tallies, Jim
was the master of the situation.
Georgie Miller captured the hitting honors of the day with three five hits and two runs to give the
safeties in five trips to the plate, Tars the long end of a 3-2 score.
including a long double in the Despite the fact that Goose gave
opening frame. The Tars bunched up only five hits, the scrapping
their hits in the first inning, fol- Petrels tallied twice on two perlowing Miller's double, to push in fect squeeze plays to'push the Tars
two Rollins markers. The McDow- for the victory. Kettles turned in
allites garnered ten hits off the a brillaint performance on the
combined offerings of Wade and mound, keeping the Oglethorpe
E. Clements compared to the six hits well scattered.
bingles that the Georgians manGeorgie Miller repeated his hitaged to chisel off Jim Mobley.
ting feat of the preceding day's
The Tars went into the last half game by garnering three hits in
of the ninth trailing by one run. four times at bat to lead the
Goose Kettles was inserted into the team's hitting. His first inning
lineup to pinch hit for Gillespie bingle followed by Ed Levy's long
and drew a base on balls. Frank triple to the center field fence gave
Daunis was then hit by a pitched the Tars their first tally. Another
ball to advance Brady, running for hit by Miller in the third and a
Kettles, to second. Tom Hoskins, stolen base put the diminutive flyhitting for Prentice, singled sharp- er in scoring position. A single by
ly to left to score Brady, knotting Kettles again scored Miller to put
the score and forcing the game the Tars in the lead. This marker
into three extra scoreless frames. followed a perfect squeeze-play
The game was called at the end of tally in the second by the Georthe twelfth because of darkness. gians.
The last Rollins' tally came in
In the second game Saturday
afternoon, long Goose Kettles let the following frame on a single by
the Stromy Petrels down with only Brady and Georgie Miller's third
hit of the game.
The Tars will engage the UniCostello and Dwight Foster.
Tommy Costello was easily su versity of Florida nine in a twoperior to his competitors in win game series at Harper-Shephard
ning the fancy diving. Five or si; field Friday and Saturday afterof the competitors enjoyed them noons. Friday's game will be callselves thoroughly, as it gave them ed at 4 o'clock and Saturday's
a chance to try some entirely new game will start at 3 o'clock.
dives. It was quite evident to
Goose Kettles, highly effective
the spectators that this was the fireballer, will probably be Coach
case. But the dives lived up to Jack McDowall's starter in the
their names, they certainly were opener. The lanky Goose racked
fancy.
up his fifth straight win last week,
beating the Stormy Petrels of
Oglethorpe, and his mound work
will make the Tars pre-game favorites. Jim Mobley, ace twirler,
or Hal Brady, another fireball artist, will probably occupy the mound
Saturday.
Rollins, with a record of eleven
wins, two losses, and one tie will
At an R Club meeting last Wed- rule favorites over the slightly
nesday, May 29, in the Women's weaker 'Gator team. Thus far, the
Physical Education Department it Gators have dropped three deciwas decided that there be an in- sions to the Petrels and two games
tramural board made up of one to the Auburn Pla

WOMEN
IN
SPORTS

representative from each sorority.
The object of the intramural
board is to decide any controversies that might arise in the future
intramural games.
In the volley ball intra-murals
the Kappa Alpha Thetas are still
leading having won three games
and lost none.

First Half Diamond Ball Standings
w
Phi Delta Thete
Rollins Halls
Theta Kappa Nu
X Club
Kappa Alpha
Rho Lambda Nu

5
3
3
3
1
0

Pet.
1.000
.600
.600
.600
.200
.000

0
2
2
2
4
5

WEEK'S SPORT SCHEDULE
VARSITY EVENTS
Baseball:
Friday
U. of Florida Gators at Winter Park.
Saturday U. of Florida Gators at Winter Park.

INTRAMURAL EVENTS
Diamondball;
Wed. May 6 4 P. M.—Rollins Hall vs. X Club.
6 P. M.—Phi Delta Theta vs. Theta Kappa Nu.
Mon. May 11 4 P. M.—Kappa Alpha vs. Rollins Hall.
5 P. M.—X Club vs. Phi Delta Theta
Wed. May 13 4 P. M.—Rho Lambda Nu vs. Theta Kappa Nu.
5 P. M.—Kappa Alpha vs. Phi Delta Theta.

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
French Dry Cleaners
"Established Half Century"

Winter Park Office
348 E. Parle Ave.

Phone
418

Mark Twain
Irish Linen Suits
$13.75
Cool — Smart — Dressy
We are proud to offer them
because we know that a better
value or more satisfactory suit
is not obtainable anywihere. Single or double-breasted. Plain
or sport backs.

R. C. BAKER, Inc.
"At the Corner, Downtown"
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Faculty Members Raised to
Higher Positions
EFFECTIVE

IN

1936-37

Promotions in academic rank of
six members of the faculty of Rollins College have been announced
by President Hamilton Holt. The
promotions, which are effective for
the college year of 1936-37, are
as follows:
Dr. Udolpho T. Bradley, from
assistant professor of history and
government, to associate professor; Miss Audrey L. Packham,
from assistant professor of education to associate professor; Dr.
Wendell C. Stone, from assistant
professor of philosophy to associate professor; A. Buel Trowbridge,
Jr., from assistant professor of religion and ethics to associate professor; Bruce Dougherty, from assistant professor of voice to associate professor. Conservatory of
Music; Hugh F. McKean, from instructor in art, to assistant professor.

Number of Rollins
Students Hope For
Peace Enlistment
Rollins students hope to be represented this summer in the
groups enlisting for peace work,
with the Youth Section of The
Emergency
Peace
Campaign.
Numbers of college students are
to go into the field, in small
groups, to promote peace organization in local communities. They
will lead discussion groups, arrange peace demonstrations and
exhibits, produce plays, sell literature, and speak before all kinds of
groups.
Periods of enlistment are for
three months, six months, or more.
Before taking the field, each group
is given a short, intensive period
of training under able leaders-hip.
The campagin is being financed
in part by the Emergency Peace
Campaign, and in part by the volunteers and their friends. Part of
the money raised in the Peace
Bond Drive at Rollins, May 15 to
18, is to be used to help put a Rollins volunteer in the field.

rs. Ames gave the audience
truth behind the lynching",

Socrates Chakales: The only thing wrong with lynching is
that it messes the trees they hang them on.
Annajeanne Pendexter: \Vhile Mrs. Ames was presented in
an emotional fashion—she backed up her statements with statistics and sound reasoning. We need more like her to acquaint the public with unjust treatment dealt out in the name
of justice.
Robert Hayes: I've never seen a tree's beauty marred by
lynching, so Mrs. Ames' idealistic appeals to collegians and
Women's Clubs will never win her recognition as a naturalist—she should have been a prohibitionist.
Alan Taulbee: In my opinion Mrs. Ames' talk showed up
the nari-ow-mindedness and prejudice of some of the Southern students who were crude enough to laugh boisterously at
intervals during her talk. She is a great authority on lynching.

The International Relations Club
held one of its outstanding meetings on Tuesday, April 28, under
the leadership of Prof. A. Buel
Trowbridge.
A capacity audience filled the
chemistry lecture room and enjoyed the opening of the program by
Miss P. Oldham who gave a colorful picture of a hiking and bicycling trip through England and
Scotland, which she and five other
Rollins students had taken last
Next followed two reels of a colored movie picture showing the
high spots of this trip, concurrent
explanations were given by Miss
McPherson.
Mr. R. Scheu then showed one
of his pictures that he had taken
during his travels in Europe. Prof.
Trowbridge continued the program
by vividly picturing the opportunities for students traveling to Europe and showing the life-time
benefits derived from such travels.
In this Mr. Trowbridge was very
ably assisted by Ralph Gibbs, Bob
MacArthur and Marlen Eldredge.
At the next meeting of the International Relations. Club officers
for the coming year will be elected

furnishings for
five houses.
Box 34

Rollins College

FOR RENT OR SALE
Two houses very near Rollins.
Three others. Furnishings and
alterations to suit.
Box 34
RoUins College

Beta Lambda chapter of Alpha
Phi held its annual house party at
the Pelican last week-end. Besides the chapter members and
their guests, Peggy Whitely, Sally
Elliott, and Ruth Melcher were invited. One of the most enjoyable
Two Princeton professors were features of the week-end was a
burned, and $4,000 worth of ra- moonlight swim. Mrs. Trevor and
dium was scattered in minute par- Mr, Denny were chaperons.
ticles throughout a laboratory here
when a test tube mysteriously exploded.
Determined efforts to recover
the invisible particles from the
walls floors and ceiling of the laboratory are being made, and the
two experimenters, members of
Mary Sinclair was the honor
the Princeton physics department, guest at a miscellaneous shower
will undergo extensive tests in or- Monday night given by Mrs. Doroder to determine the possibility of thy E. Smith at her home on Chaptheir having contracted the incuraAvenue. Miss Sinclair is to
ble radium poisoning.
iiarried June 3 to William
Reason for the explosion of the Davies.
Following the surprise shower,
radium, which was mixed with five
refreshments of ice tea and salad
grams of beryllium, is unknown.
; served. Assisting Mrs. Smith
• her mother, Mrs. D. C. EdMarch winds caused a record run
Is, Miss Hazel Bowen and Miss
)n the Ohio State infirmary, 2927
students appearing for treatment. Jean Plumb.

Mary Sinclair is
Honored at Shower
By Dorothy Smith

•rtain
ft'ith it
thrill and rightness. C e the
sort of gifts you enjoy receiving. Select your Mother's Day
graduation and other remembrances from this store of distinction.

Yowell-Drew's
O R L A N D O

^hafs

going on
—the curing and ageing of leaf tobacco,
that's what's going on.
Thousands of hogsheads of mild ripe
tdbacco are under these roofs... just lying
here ageing and sweetening and mellowing for Chesterfield cigarettes.
hike Rip Van Winkle, they sleep—the
tobaccos getting mellower and milder
for the cigarette that Satisfies.

Let Us Put Your Car in Condition
for That Trip Home

THE COLLEGE GARAGE

STUDENTS!
A highly specialized Laundry and
Dry Cleaning Service—Don't take
chances with your clothes.
Summer Storage for Coats and Dresses

AMERICAN LAUNDRY &
CLEANING CO.
Campus Agent—BILL CARMODY—Phone 81-W
0 1 9 3 ^ ' iJOOrr ft M r z u TOBACCO CO.

Phi Mus Hold Tea in Siewert to Present
Honor of Alumnae Organ Vespers With
The Phi Mus held a tea in honor Cello Accompaniment
of their alumnae and sponsors on
Saturday, May 2, at the chapter
house from four to six. The tea
was served by the active membei's
of the sorority. Mrs. Ford and
Mrs. Craft assisted with the serving.

He
rt.
gamst,
will present the regular Organ
Vespers program on Wednesday,
May 6. at 5:30 o'clock. He will
be assisted by Frederick Blachly,
'cellist.
1. Sonata I, Movement I (Saloma).
2. Chant de May (Jongen).
3. Spinning Song .Dupre).
4. .\dagio con espressione (Samartini), Frederick Blachy, 'cellist.
5. Caucasian Sketches (IppoliLast Sunday morning the Gam- tow-Ivanow), In the Mosque, Proma Phi Seniors were honored at
of the Saixlar.
a breakfast at the chapter house.
It was rather a delightful affair,
charmingly serve
porch. The under-cli
the hosts with Skeeter Dean acting
as chairman. Everyone enjoyed it
May 23 is the date announced
down to the last slice of bacon.
for the all-college dance to be given by the Alpha Phis. As yet it
has not been decided where the
dance will be held, but it is probable that it will be held at the
Solarium.
Beta Lambda chapter of Alpha
Phi announces with pleasure the
initiation of Florence Norton on
Saturday, April 25th, at the chapter house. Refreshmenrts were
served at the house after the inThe Florida Beta chapter of Phi
tiation.
DelU Thete announces the initiation of Robert Booth Kurvin of
Suffield, Conn., and Ralph H.
Gamma Phi Beta entertained at
Gibhs of Springfield, Mass., on
a well-attended tea in honor of
Monday night, April 27.
their patronesses. Mrs. Schultz.
the house mother, assisted with the
The grounds foreman a t the
pouring.
Gamma Phi Beta announces with University of Georgia is poeticalMa ita Stueve went to Miami c pleasure the remainder of their of- ly inclined and, as a result, the
Thu
returning on Sunday.
ficers for next year.
Georgia campus displays this sign;
Phi Delta Theta announces the
"U. of Georgia son or daughter
Carolyn Barrett has been elected
itiation of Robert Kurvin and Recording Secretary in place of
Do you love your alma mater?
Ralph Gibbs on Monday. April 27. Betty McDan who is not returnIf so, it should be your duty
Alpha Phi announces the initiaTo protect her vernal beauty,
g next year.
tion of Florence Norton on Saturyouth or lass,
Catherine Bailey is the new vice't step upon the grass.
day, April 25.
president.
Connie Righter spent the weekend in Miami visiting frineds.
Betty Myers spent the week-end
in Bel-Air with her family.
Katherine Rawls and Melba
Parks from Ft. Lauderdale spent
Saturday night at the Theta house.
Jarry Smith, Betty Harbison,
Ruth C-onnor, and Leila Neal visit
ed the Bok Tower on Sunday.
Rosamond Carson Wolfe, '33
visited the Theta huose on Sunday
Alleyne Grimmer and Jean Astrup attended the Sailor's Ball at
the Mayfair Hotel, Sanford, spon
sored by a Stetson University fraternity.
Kappa Alpha Theta entertained
their alumnae at a tea on Tuesday
afternoon. Betsy Skinner, Betty
Mower, and Marjorie Fickinger
were in charge of arrangements.
Among those seen at the different beaches on Sunday were:
President Holt, A. J. Hanna, Ruth
Dawson, Siley Vario, Sally and
Marcelle Hammond, Arlene Brennan, Han-iet Begole, Ralph Little,
Cricket Manwaring, Jane Beauchamp, Don Matthews, Thurman
MacPhei-son, Bill Carmody, Helen
Jackson, Jerry Collinson, Cathie
Bailey, Bernard Hauser, and Ruth

... whafs happening
in these 40 hotises
A Gift From the
Quality Store

AL HUPPEL

Alpha. Phi Features
Annual House Party
At Coronado Beach

ON AND OFF
CAMPUS

here

Gabriel Air Horns
-$8-95
Also Auto Radios & Spotlights

SPECIALIZED SERVICE
W. Central Ave.
Orlando

An alumnae club of the Gamma
Gamma chapter of Kappa Alpha
Theta was recently organized at a
tea given by the active chapter in
honor of the alumnae of this vicinity. Officers chosen were as
follows: Mrs. Duncan McEwan ol
Orlando, chairman; Mrs. Anne
Bronson Johnston, financial advisor; Mrs. Norma Cullen Stemm,
scholarship advisor; Miss Edith
Brown, social advisor, and M
Becky Bumby, secretary.

International Club
Two Professors Are
Shows Pictures on
Burned By Invisible
Trips in England Particles of Radium

WANTED TO BUY
Rollins College, Florida, is
the latest to give President
Franklin D. Roosevelt an honorary degree. Do you suppose
that he would be interested in a
teacher's degree from the Bellington State Normal School?
Ed. Note: This was found in
The Northwest Viking.

Kappa Alpha Theta
Organizes Alumnae
Club at Formal Tea

This Week's Question: What Did You Think of
Mrs. Ames' Talk in the Theatre?
Henry Suck:
by telling us "1

WEDNESDAY^MAY 6, 1936

Gamma Phi Beta Has
Informal 3reakf a s t
For Seniors Sunday

Alpha Phi to Give
All-College Dance

Alpha Phi Announces
Initiation Ceremony

Phi Delts Initiate
Gibbs and Kurvin

Gamma Phi Beta Has
Re-election of T w o
Officers of 1936-37

